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Hadamard Product of Certain Starlike Functions, II 
The author establishes a theorem concerning rhe Hadamard product of certain 
starlike and convex functions. The theorem and its applications improve the recent 
results due to Shigeyoshi Owa (Tua,tlkqq J. Murk. 14 ( 1983), 15-21). ’ IL)86 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the paper, let the functions of the form 
,f’(z) = (1, 1 - i u,, 1” (a, > 0, N,, >, 0 1, 
,, = 2 
f;(L) = cl,.,: - i cl,,,,? ((l7.S > 0, a,,,, 3 0 1> 
,I = 2 
and 
g;(z)=/?,,,:- i 1) ,,,, z” (h,,>O,h,,.,>,OL 
I, = 2 
be analytic in the unit disc U= I:: /I/ < 1 ). 
Let S,,*(a, b) denote the class of functionsf’(z) which satisfy 
f(:),:f‘(r) - I 
y(z),(f‘(z)+(l -2%) <B 
for z E I:. 
where 0~ r < 1 and 0 </I< I. Let C,*(a, 8) denote the class of functions 
,f(z) for which $(z)E S,*(x, fi). It is well known that the functions in 
S,*(a, p) and C$(cr. fl) are starlike and convex univalent, respectively. Let 
us identify S,*( 3, /?) by S*(r, /3) when (I, = I. 
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Owa [3] states thatf(z)E S,*(r, ,Q) if and only if 
f [~(n-l)+B(n+l-2r)~a,,]dZp(l-r)a,, 
,1 = ? 
and .f(z) E C,*(‘Y, fl) if and only if 
i [n~(n-1)+~(rz+l-2a))a,,]62~(l-cx)a,. 
,I = 2 
We now introduce the following class of analytic functions which plays 
an important role in the discussion that follows. 
A function ,f(z). which is analytic in CT, belongs to the class S,*(r, /I) if 
and only if 
i [n’f(n- l)+B(n+ l- 
,I = 1 
where c is a nonnegative real number. 
We note that, for every nonnegative 
nonempty as the functions of the form 
‘xl) a,,l<28(1-r)a,, 
real number c, the class S,*(r, /I) is 
,f(z)=a,:- i 
2fl( 1 -;x) 
,I=@j(n- l)+/?(Iz+ I-2U); 
a, A,,:“. 
where 11, > 0, E.,, > 0, and C,F= 1 /I,, 6 1, satisfy the required inequality. It is 
evident that S:(z, /3) = C,*(cc, /?) and, for c = 0, S,*@, /I) is identical to 
X,*(,x fl). Further, Sy(N~, /I) c S:(x. /3) if c > k 2 0, the containment being 
proper. Whence, for any positive integer c, we have the inclusion relation 
Sl”CcLP,~S,* ,(cI,/j) I= .” cs,*(~,P,cC~(‘1,p)cSX(a,B). 
Let us define the Hadamard product of the functions ,f’(z) and g(z) by 
Similarly we can define the Hadamard product of more than two functions. 
In the first part of this paper with the same title, the author [1] has 
improved a result due to Owa [2, Theorem 1] concerning the Hadamard 
product of functions from the classes S*(a,, /I,) and S*(ic,, /I:). The object 
of the present paper is to improve the following recent results due to Owa 
[3, Theorems 6, 7, 81: 
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THEOREM B. Let the ,fktions ,I;(:) he in tha .yat)le dtu c‘$(%, /j 1 $H 
euerj i = I, I,..., m. Then, the Hadamard product .f; *,f-* *,I;,,( z ) belongs to 
the same class Cz(r, /I). 
THEOREM C. Let the ,functions j;(z) he it1 the same class C$( r, /I) .fkr 
every i = 1, 2 ,..., m. And let the .functions g,(z) he in the same class S$( x. fi ) 
for ever>, j = I, Z,..., I. Then, the Hadamard product ,f,*f,* . *.f;,,* 
g1*g2* ... *g,(z) belongs to C,*(x, b). 
In fact, by employing a different technique, we establish the following 
theorem. It is the beauty of this theorem that the theorem and its 
applications improve all the above-stated results of Owa. 
THEOREM 1. Let the.functions,f;.(r) belong to the class C’,*( x. j),fbr ever:1 
i = 1, 2,..., m; and let the junctions g,( :) belong to the class S$( x. /I) .fbr ecerj’ 
j= 1, 2,.... I. Then the Hadamard product .f,*,f?* *.f;,,*g,*g>* . . *g,(z) 
belongs to the class ST,,r + , ,( IX, /I). 
Hereafter in this paper, we denote the Hadamard product .f;*.f$ . . *.f;,,* 
g,*gz* .” *g,(z) by the function h(:), for the sake of convenience. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Clearly, 
/Z(I)={ fi a,., h b,,,i;- f {fi a ,,., i b ,,,, 1:“. 
I=1 ,=I I, = 2 *=I /=I 
To prove the theorem, we need to show that 
L 
Xl 
n 7n, +/ 
,2 =2 
‘{(n- l)+p(n+ 1 -2x)). { fi u ,,., i h..,}] 
,=I /=I 
I’ ,R 
<2P(l-c0 n aI., h h,., .( \I= I ;= L > 
Since .f;(z) E C,*( a, /I), we have 
% 
C [jz{(n-l)+p(n+l-2~): a,,.,]628(1-r)a,.,. 
,I = ? 
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for every i = 1, 2 ,..., m. Therefore, 
or 
atz,i G I 
.ml -a) 
n[(n- l)+/?(n+ l-22)) a’,,, 1 
for every i= 1, 2,..., nz. The right-hand expression of this last inequality is 
not greater than K’u,,~. Hence. 
, 
u ,,., <II --a,,;. (2) 
for every i = 1, 2 ,..., 171. Similarly, for g;(z) E S,*(x, fl), we have 
,,g [{in- l)+B(n+ 1-2’3)) b ,,., 1<2P(l -a)b I.,- (3) 
for every j = 1, 2 ,.... 1. Whence we obtain 
b,,.,bflm’bl.,3 (4) 
for every j = 1, 2 ,..., 1. 




n 2n’ + ’ ’ f (n- l)+P(n+ l-23)) 
i 
n a,,.; fi h,I., ,I = 2 ,=I ,= I II 
X (ii a,., ij h,) 
i-l j=l 
w31 -aI (I7 a,,, rib,,). i= I ,=I 
Hence h(z)~S~,,,+,~, (a, fl). This completes the proof. 
We note that the required estimate can be also obtained by using (2) for 
i = 1, 2,..., m- 1, (4) for j= 1. 2 ,..., 1, and (1) for i=nz. 
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Since 
the class, to which the Hadamard product h(z) belongs, provided in 
Theorem 1 is smaller than that in Theorem C. Thus Theorem I improves 
Theorem C. 
Now we discuss some applications of Theorem 1. Taking into account 
the Hadamard product of the functions .f’,(: I, J,(z),...,j;,,(z) only. in the 
proof of Theorem I, and using (2) for i = 1. Z,..., 111 - 1 and ( I I for i = tn. we 
are led to 
COROLLARY 1. Let the fimctions .f;(: ) belong to the class C,T( r, /I) jar 
ecer!’ i = 1, Z,..., tn. Then the Hadanzard product .f, *.f+ *,f;,,(: ) belongs to 
the class ST,,, ~ I( a, /?). 
Since 
the class, to which the Hadamard product .f’,*.f+ ... *.f;,,(z) belongs. 
estimated in Corollary 1 is smaller than that in Theorem B. Thus 
Corollary 1 improves Theorem B. 
Next, taking into account the Hadamard product of the functions g,(: ). 
gz(z),..., gl(:) only, in the proof of Theorem 1, and using (4) for j= 
1, 2 . . . . . I- 1, and (3) forj=/, we have 
COROLLARY 3. Let the jimctions g,(z) hrhg to the class SX( IY. [b’) ,fiw 
ever!* j = I, 2 ,..., I. Then, the Hadanlard product g, *g2* *g,( I ) belongs to 
the class .S: ,(a, /I). 
Replacing g;(z) by j;(z) and I by tn. Corollary Z improves Theorem C. 
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